The Board for the Advancement of women (BAW) presents:

„Successful Networking“

Good networking is an important career factor. This workshop provides detailed information about the art of successful networking: tools, tips & tricks, Do’s & Dont’s. Including an individual analysis of the current network of each participant and how it could be optimized. This course is especially tailored to the needs of female scientists (Post Docs and PHD-students).

Lecturer: Dr. Susanne Matuschek (Matuschek Consulting, Schweiz)

Date: Friday, 28th November 2014 (9.00 – 17.00)

Place: Graduate Training Centre, Österbergstr. 3, 72074 Tübingen, Ultraschallraum

Registration: baw@cin.uni-tuebingen.de

Please state your position in CIN

Deadline: November 21th, 2014!